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Abstract 

The paper looks at vocational education perspective in human resource 
development in Nigeria.  The paper present justification for the need to plan 
vocational education for human capital formation.  It reiterates that Nigeria as 
a country is blessed with abundant human resources which can be 
meaningfully transformed into skilled workforce through planned programmes 
of vocational education.  The paper identifies manpower, facilities/equipment, 
funding; curriculum relevance, reliable statistics, and balance in vocational 
education provision as the major planning challenges that need to be 
addressed to achieve the desired result in human resource development. 
 

 Every society desires to have a workforce that is highly productive for 
economic growth and prosperity.  It is for this reason, that every growing economy 
requires an increasing supply of highly educated manpower for improved productive 
capacity.  Developed nations are known to have consciously planned the training of 
their citizens in specific skills considered desirable for their society’s survival.  Japan, 
India, Indonesia, South Korea etc achieved the technological break through which they 
are known for today due to the attractiveness of their education which is rich in 
vocational skills. 
  
 Vocational education has remained a type of investment not just for developing 
appropriate human capital, but also for general economic development of a society.  
Nigeria as a country is blessed with abundant human resources that can be meaningfully 
transformed into human capital through planned programs of vocational education. 
  
 As far back as 1775, Adam Smith (the renowned Economist) developed the 
human capital theory in which human beings were regarded as assets, which can 
generate income in the future.  He had, therefore advocated that human beings can be 
invested upon by means of education, training or other related activities which can raise 
their future income and increase their lifetime earnings. 
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 Later studies by seventeenth centenary economist such as William Petty and 
Alfred Marshall as shown in the works of Vaizey (1971) supported Adam Smith’s 
theory.  They had pointed out that a large and increasing population is a symptom of 
wealth, if not synonymous with wealth itself.  They were able to prove that a strong 
relationship exists between the development of human resources and the growth in the 
productivity of a nation.  Harbison (1973:3) stated that “human resource constitutes the 
ultimate basis of the wealth of nations as it is the human beings that are the active 
agents who accumulate capital, exploit natural resources and carry forward national 
development”. 
  
 Nigeria as a country needs an increasing number of persons with skills and 
relevant education that is critical for economic growth and self reliance.  In this regards, 
investment in appropriate forms of vocational education is therfore necessary for human 
resource development or human capital formation.  This will invariably increase 
productivity and hence income-earning prospects of the human persons.  Planning 
vocational education as a means of developing human resources for the country will 
therefore help to improve on the human quality and the quality of the general labour 
force. 
 
The Need for Planned Vocational Education for Human Resource Development in 
Nigeria 
 The need for Planned Vocational education for human resource development in 
Nigeria is premised on the following assumptions: 
 
(i) that it is the human resources of a society (and not its capital or material 

resources) that is the active agent which creates values in the production 
process and hence ultimately determines the character and dynamism of its 
social and economic development. 

 
(ii) that it is the level of development of the human resources that determines the 

extent to which the stock of physical capital and material resources of a society 
can be put into productive use as well as the extent to which industrial 
development can be implemented. 

 
(iii) that even the growth of tangible physical capital stock in any economy is highly  

contingent on the degree of human capital formation. 
 
(iv) that society’s that are desirous of achieving socio- economic and political 

development must therefore pay sufficient attention to the development of the 
critical human resource needed to implement development programs (Agabi 
2002:63). 
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In the light of the above, for massive industrialization to take place in Nigera, there is 
the need to invest in the development of the critical human resources needed for the 
industrialization process. 
  
 Secondly, there is need to provide growth oriented human infrastructure by 
investing in appropriate forms of education for the development of these vital human 
resources. 
  
 A major contention in this paper is that human resources can vastly be 
developed for economic purpose using vocational institutions.  The Nigerian education 
system needs to address issues of employability/acceptability and skills literacy.  This is 
the great challenge education faces in Nigeria.  This challenge can be aggressively 
tackled using vocational education.  If well planned, it has the advantage of: 

 
(i) Reducing skill shortages in the economy, 

 
(ii) Removing blockages in skills development, 

(iii)      Supporting the fast tracking of training in appropriate skills needed for 
      economic growth and, 

 
(iv) Supporting the production of school leavers who meet public and private 

Sector needs in manpower requirement. 
  
 Many countries of the world now place emphasis on advancing vocational 
education as a way of improving skills literacy and reducing unemployment.  China for 
example adopted the vocational option and the growth rate of her GDP increased from 
165 in 2005 to 175 in 2006 (NUC, 2007).  The same can be applied in Nigeria to raise 
the semi skilled and skilled technicians needed for economic development.  The earlier 
we realize as a country that socio-economic development is no longer dependent on 
natural resources, but on knowledge with relevant skills, the better for our economy.  
This is true because without the appropriate knowledge and relevant skills, the real 
values of a country’s natural resources will remain untapped. 
  
 Planning vocational education for human resource development will require a 
deviation from the traditional orientation to which educational development planning 
has been subjected over the years, to a more realistic labour market oriented vocational 
programmes.  The vocational programmes envisaged here should be able to: 
 
(i) prepare the individuals for entry into employment; 
 
(ii) increase the income prospects of the beneficiary and 
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(iii) meet the manpower needs of society (Adiele, 2008). 
  
 Planning activities will have to revolve around determining the employment 
opportunities available for the envisaged programmes. 
This will help reduce overcrowding in a particular field and help eliminate the 
production of people in skills that are obsolete.  The curriculum content of vocational 
education must be able to develop in the individual the actual job skills he/she would 
need and use in the day-to-day employment requirement in his chosen trade. 
 Formally an agrarian society, Nigeria is increasingly moving towards 
industrialization.  Its citizens therefore need skills to take up jobs in industries and 
businness that use specialized technical equipment.  Some of the specific areas requiring 
skilled human resource which makes planned vocational training imperative include: 
 
Agriculture 
 Nigeria needs people who are skilled in modern agricultural methods.  Their 
availability through training will ensure adequate production of food and lessen the 
reliance on importation. 
 
Road Construction 
 Nigerian roads are rapidly being expanded.  Such construction jobs require not 
only experts and dedicated workers, but skilled technicians who are able to operate and 
service the heavy equipment used in road construction. 
 
Transportation 
 The road network in Nigeria needs efficient transort system to ensure that goods 
and services are moved from one part of the country to the other.  The Nigerian roads 
and vehicles need repairs and maintenance; this can be efficiently achieved through 
vocational training. 
 
Industry 
 Modern industries are being established in all parts of the country.  These 
industries need skilled and well trained workers to ensure that goods manufactured in 
Nigeria are as good as those manufactured in otherparts of the world. 
 
Business 
 Due to rapid technological advancement, people need to be trained to meet up 
with the labour demands in manufacturing and service occupations.  Areas such as car 
assembly and service, electricity and water supply, electronic equipment, manufacture 
and service, computer hardware and software digital electronics and building design and 
construction need skilled workers.  These provide justification for planned vocational 
education in Nigeria. 
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Vocational Education and the Planning Challenges for Human Resource 
Development 
 Vocational education programmes can be provided in diverse forms and by 
different agencies and institutions.   Basically, vocatioal programmes are provided 
either through the formal (school-based) or non-formal programmes.   The school-based 
programmes include the pre-vocational and vocational programmes offered in technical 
institutions across the country. 
  
 The non- formal programes includes skill acquistion programmes, private 
apprenticeship schemes, open apprenticeship schemes, on-and-off the job technical 
training by industries, etc. 
To achieve the desired result in human capital formation using vocational education, 
whether in the formal or non-formal sector, the challenges that need to be addressed 
include: 
 
The Challenge of Manpower Planning 
 Vocational institutions need skilled manpower of various categories and in their 
diverse qualities to pursue the goals of developing skilled human resource needed for 
economic growth and development.  The challenge here is for the planning agency to 
constantly recruit professionally qualified instructors into vocational institutions.  They 
should be adequately equipped for the task of producing the human resource needed in 
the various sectors of the national economy.  Experienced and qualified personnel can 
be attracted into vocational institutions through very attractive remunerations and 
incentives. 
 
The Challenge of Facilities/Equipment Planning 
 Whereas well qualified and professionally trained instructors are needed for 
human resource development, they still need facilities/equipment in their adequate 
numbers and in good condition to make their performance yield result in terms of 
teaching and learning efforts.  The planning challenges here lie in the ability of the 
planning agencies to regularly upgrade existing facilities/equipment and ensure that: 

1. training enviroment for vocational education is a replica of the environment the 
products must subsequently work, in/with 
 

2. the tools, machines and equipment used in training are the same with those used 
by industries. 
 

3. there is a relationship between job preparation in vocational schools and on the 
 job activities (Oloumese 2004). 
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The Challenge of Planning for Fund 
 For vocational education to achieve the desired result in human resource 
development, the planning agencies must be able to know and understand the cost 
implications of the various vocational programs to be embarked upon.  The pattern of 
paying least financial attention to vacation schools when compared with other levels, 
and types of education need to be reversed.  The recurrent and capital cost of various 
vocational programs must be beefed up. 
 
The Challenge of Curriculum Planning 
 One of the supporting principles of vocational education as propounded by 
Prosser (1949) stipulated that vocational education must be efficient in proportion as the 
environment in which the learner is trained and is a replica of the environment in which 
he must subsequently work.  The planning agencies must ensure that there is a general 
fit between what goes on in technical schools and the reality of life and work that awaits 
those who emerge from them. 
The products of vocational institutions must possess the relevant knowledge, attitude 
and practical skills that will make them employable and productive (Nwokomah 2005). 
 
The challenge of Planning for Reliable Statistics 
 A vital ingredient required for the successful implementation of any planned 
vocational programme is the availability of reliable statistics for planning purposes.  
There is need for planning agencies to regularly collect, and collate both quantitative 
and qualiative data on students, teachers, and facilities/equipment to be able to make 
meaningful planned forecast for vocational education programe planning process.  
 
The Challenge of Balance in Vocational Education Provision 
 Imbalance in vocational education provision is also another major planning 
challenge.  Within the context of the Nigerian education system, a wide disparity exists 
between the proportion of students offering academic oriented courses and vocational 
courses.  The remarks by Agabi (1999:218) captured the situation better thus: 
“educational planning in (Nigeria) is yet to achieve a balanced and co-ordinated growth 
in the various levels of the educational systems in terms of number of institutions, 
students enrolment, financial commitment and facilities provision”.  These are the major 
challenges facing vocational education planning in Nigeria that need to be seriously 
addressed to achieve the desired result in human resource development. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 Within the framework of this paper evidence is provided to show that the 
human resources in Nigeria can be transformed into human capital through appropriate 
forms os planned vocational education.  This is true because well planned vocational 
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education has the capacity of equipping the individual with skills and knowledge 
capable of raising their future income and increasing their lifetime earnings.  The paper 
concludes that well planned vocational education that ensures the adequacy of 
manpower, facilities and equipment, proper funding, relevant curriculum, reliable 
statistics and balance in vocational programe provision will serve the best interest of 
Nigeria in producing skilled human capital needed for economic growth and social 
transformation. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the transformative potentials of 
Information and Communications Technology and social networking in the 
context of the challenges facing higher education and human resources 
development in Nigeria. All over the world, businesses, both large and small, 
are undoubtedly benefiting from consumers shift to e-commerce and new 
media outlets such as social networking sites as a way to obtain information. 
This paper will examine the impact of information technology in the learning 
process and its potential to support deep and meaningful learning. The paper 
will seek for a restructuring of the learning experience as presently delivered 
and discuss the impact of proper education that will combine traditional 
teaching methods with new media for optimal development of Nigeria's human 
resources. The paper will also discuss the financial benefits of information 
technology powered education through monelization of intellectual property 
and other intellectual work products. The paper will conclude by asserting that 
Nigeria's human resources development will suffer stunted growth and 
produce unemployable graduate unless conscious effort is made to blend 
traditional learning methods with offerings from new technology. 

: 
   Technology and Human Resources 

The Web definition summarizes technology as the application of scientific 
knowledge for practical purposes, and the machinery and equipment developed from 
such knowledge. The Web defines Human Resources relevant to our topic as the 
personnel of a business or organization especially when regarded as a significant asset. 
This definition is synonymous with "Manpower", which is the supply of personnel 
available or engaged for a specific job or task. 
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Information and Communications Technology 
All over the world, Information and Communications Technology (hereinafter 

referred to as "ICT") is transforming the world of education. A major shift in the way 
we live, learn and work began with the arrival of the information society, with students 
using computers at home and school to do homework. A few years ago, however, models 
that enhance and change the way that classroom education operates started to challenge 
the traditional model of classroom instruction. 
 
 The jury is out and the verdict is that ICT revolution has brought in its wake an 
education revolution that has changed the way instructors teach and students learn. 
Software-based learning programs and specially equipped computers are already 
providing hands-on learning opportunities that emphasize exploration, problem solving 
and creativity to children. 

 
 Online learning applications allow students in remute areas to access a wide rang 
of educational resources, with instructors making use of advanced materials from digital 
libraries. Powerful networks enable students, classrooms and teachers to interconnect. 
Staging tools provide the basic structure to manage and deliver courses online. 

 
 Course content is disseminated through course delivery tools like online videos, 
pod casts, etc. Course collaboration tools allow people to work together and interact with 
their instructor. Web conferencing and web based simulations can be used to create rich 
course communication and assessment and learning tools enable testing and prevent 
plagiarism. 
 
How do You Acquire, Protect and Enjoy Technology? 

The high-level first step to technological innovation or acquisition is to identify 
the problem that needs to be solved. Think of or imagine all available solutions. You 
then conduct original research on the subject or engage in Reverse Engineering of 
existing solutions. When your labor bears fruit, the copyright law or patent law provides 
for how to protect your intellectual property. You may also hide it from the public as 
trade secret. You may enjoy your intellectual property by monetization through 
licensing or direct sales to consumers. This is very high level and beyond the scope of 
this paper. This paper will discuss the very elementary levels of cultivating educational 
changes using technology to meet the growing needs of 21st Century learners and the 
role of various stakeholders in affecting those changes. 
 
How ICT is Impacting Learning in North America - EDUCAUSE Report 

Educause, an organization that focuses on information technology in education 
have, for the past few years, been surveying students across North America to understand 
what is happening with ICT in the universities. In 2010, Educause Center For Applied 
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Research, released a report titled, "The ECAR Study of Undergraduate Students and 
Information Technology. 2010." This links to the full report -
http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/ERS1006/RS/BRS1006W.pdf. which I will 
encourage you to read so that you will appreciate the trends more. We will discuss only 
the highlights of the survey. 

 
This 2010 survey highlighted the use of information technology in universities 

in North America today. It shows that there has been an increase in the use of laptops as 
opposed to desktop computers by students. Social media site usage has risen with Forty-
two percent of students reporting that they had uploaded video to social media sites and 
Thirty-six percent saying that they had contributed to a blog. Over Eighty percent used 
social media networking (like Facebook) and Forty percent used a VOIP service (like 
Skype) on their computer. The use of Internet capable mobile devices was also 
increasing. Only Twenty-five percent of the students said that they do not own and do 
not plan to purchase an Internet capable mobile device in the next 12 months. 

 
The study also looked at the use of social networking websites by age, and how 

that had changed since 2007. The usage has continued to increase and, significantly, in 
older age groups there has been a more rapid increase - people above the age of 25 are 
increasingly adopting online social networking. 

 
The survey looked at Instructor use of technology in courses. Only Fifty-one 

percent of students felt positive or very positive about the course management system 
used in their university. Many instructors continued to use teaching methods (hat did 
not incorporate information technology at all. Only Forty-Seven percent felt that 
instructors used information technology effectively in their courses. Increasingly, 
instructors are making course materials available online so that it is easier for a student 
to avoid coming to class. Sixty four percent of students disagreed that they skipped 
classes when materials were available online. 
 

About half of the students believed that information technology improved the 
courses that they were taking while most preferred a 'moderate' level of ICT usage in 
their courses. The use of information technology by students in their daily lives was 
increasing, and while many instructors are using ICT effectively in their courses, it 
appears that many are not, revealing significant opportunity for improvement. 

 
Since online degrees are becoming more popular, the survey discussed new 

forms of distance learning and whether it is possible to achieve acceptable levels of 
academic quality in online courses. The survey looked at how students evaluated the 
online courses, what the experience of the professor was and the customer service and 
administration that is required to deliver online degree. The survey showed that online 
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learning continues to grow and it expects that it will become an increasing proportion of 
the educational market. 
 
Free Online Resources That Will Impact Education in a Short Term 
 
A.   Google 

Google is an American multinational corporation that provides Internet-related 
products and services, including Internet search, cloud computing, software and 
advertising technologies. Google began in January 1996 as a research project by Larry 
Page and Sergey Brin when they were both PhD students at Stanford University in 
California. Originally, Google ran under the Stanford University website, with the 
domains google.stanford.edu and Stanford.edu. The company also offers online 
productivity software including email, office suite, and social networking. Google's 
products extend to the desktop as well, with applications for web browsing, organizing & 
editing photos, and instant messaging. The company was founded on a flat organization 
with a collaborative environment. Google leads the development of the Android mobile 
operating system, as well as the Google Chrome OS browser-only operating system 
found on specialized netbooks called Chromebooks. Google-owns sites such as 
YouTube, Blogger and Orkut. In 2011, Google acquired Motorola Mobility for $12.5 
billion. 

 
B.    Twitter 

Twitter is an online social networking service and microblogg'mg service that 
enables its users to send and read text-based messages of up to 140 characters, known 
as "tweets". Founded in March 2006 by Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Evan Williams and 
Biz Stone. Twitter was launched July of same year. The service rapidly gained 
worldwide popularity, with over 500 million active users as of 2012, generating over 
340 million tweets daily and handling over 1.6 billion search queries per day. Since its 
launch. Twitter has become one of the top 10 most visited websites on the Inter: : 
described as "the SMS of the Internet." Unregistered users can read tw ;, registered users 
can post tweets through the website interface. SMS, or  a range of apps for mobile 
devices. Twitter has been cited as an important factor in the Arab Spring and other 
political protests. 
 
C.     Facebook 

Facebook is a social networking service launched in February 2004, owned and 
operaled by Facebook, Inc. Facebook was founded by Mark Zuckerberg with his 
college roommates and fellow students Eduardo Saverin, Andrew McCoIlum, Dustin 
Moskovitz and Chris Hughes. Users must register before using the site, after which they 
may create a personal profile, add other users as friends, and exchange messages, 
including automatic notifications when they update their profile. The website's 
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membership was initially limited by the founders to Harvard students, but was expanded 
to other colleges ' in the Boston area, the Ivy League, and Stanford University. As of 
June 2012, Facebook has over 955 million active users, more than half of them using 
Facebook on a mobile device. 
 
D.     Skype 

Skype is a proprietary voice-over-Internet Protocol service and software 
application originally created in 2003 by Swedish entrepreneur Niklas Zennstrom and 
his Danish partner Janus Friis. It has been owned by Microsoft since 2011. The service 
allows users to communicate with peers by voice, video, and instant messaging over the 
Internet. Phone calls may be placed to recipients on the traditional telephone networks. 
Calls to other users within the Skype service are free of charge, while calls to landline 
telephones and mobile phones are charged via a debit-based user account system. Skype 
has also become popular for its additional features, including file transfer, and 
videoconferencing. Skype has 663 million registered users as of September 2011. 
 
E.    The Khan Academy 

The Khan Academy is a non-profit educational organization created in 2006 by 
Bengali-American educator, Salman Khan, a graduate of MIT and Harvard Business 
School. With the stated mission of "providing a high quality education to anyone, 
anywhere", the website supplies a free online collection of more than 3,300 micro 
lectures via video tutorials on mathematics, history, healthcare and 
medicine,finance,physics,chemistry.biology, astronomy, economics, cosmology, organic 
chemistry, American civics, art history, macroeconomics, microeconomics, and 
computer science. 

 
The Khan Academy started with Khan remotely tutoring one of his cousins 

interactively using Yahoo Doodle images. Based on feedback from his cousin, 
additional cousins began to take advantage of the interactive, remote tutoring. In order to 
make better use of his and their time, Khan transitioned to making YouTube video 
tutorials. 
 

All videos are hosted on YouTube are available through Khan Academy's own 
website, which also contains many other features such as progress tracking, practice 
exercises, and a variety of tools for teachers in public schools. Logging into the site can 
be done via a Google or a Facebook account for those who do not want to create a 
separate Khan Academy account. 
 

The project is funded by donations from several people, including significant 
backing from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Google. In 2010, Google gave 
the Khan Academy $2 million to create more courses and to translate the core library 
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into the world's most widely spoken languages. Khan Academy has eclipsed MIT's 
Open CourseWare (OCW) in terms of videos viewed. Its YouTube channel has more 
than 175 million total views, compared to MIT's 40 million. It also has twice as many 
subscribers, at more than 369,000. 
 
F.    Wikipedia 

Wikipedia is a free, collaboratively edited, and multilingual Internet 
encyclopedia supported by the non-profit Wikimedia Foundation. Its 22 million articles 
(over 4 million in English alone) have been written collaboratively by volunteers around 
the world. Wikipedia was launched in January 2001 by Jimmy Wales and Larry Sanger. 
Sanger coined the name Wikipedia, which is a portmanteau of wiki (a type of 
collaborative website, from the Hawaiian word wiki, meaning "quick") and 
encyclopedia. Almost all of its articles can be edited by anyone with access to the site, 
and it has about 100,000 regularly active contributors. As of August 2012, there are 
editions of Wikipedia in 285 languages. It has become the largest and most popular 
general reference work on the Internet, ranking sixth globally among all websites and 
having an estimated 365 million readers worldwide. It is estimated that Wikipedia receives 
2.7 billion monthly page views from the United States alone. 
 '  
G.    Web 2.0 Guru Wikispaces 

Web 2.0 Guru Wikispaces (http://web20guru.wikispaccs.com/) is an indispensable 
resource for any serious person who is interested in integrating technology in a 21st Century 
Classroom. The site has a long directory of free technology resources for 21st Century 
Education. You must also read the article, "Defining a 21st Century Education 
http://www.centerforpubliceducation.org/Learn-About/21st-Centurv/Definining-a-21st-
Century-Education-Full-Report-PDF.pdf. 
 
Availability, Accessibility, and Connectivity 

From the forgoing, one can confidently say that education in the days of Google, 
Wikipedia, Facebook and Twitter is all about availability and accessibility of useful 
information, and connectivity of individuals or social networking. These are purely 
information technology companies that can facilitate learning because the business model 
either involves storage of very useful information, or enables people to connect and discuss 
in real time. 
 
What is Our Problem? 

The objectives of ICT development concept are to develop a society based on 
knowledge and intellectual potentials and to improve the quality of people's lives. The 
adoption and development of new technologies invariably required a large pool of multi-
disciplinary professionals who could combine an in-depth knowledge of technologies with 
an innovative approach to improve productivity and competitiveness. 
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Despite the Availability of all these online learning tools and sources of 

information, Nigeria has been struggling with a dearth of technical talents to build, maintain 
and grow new technology-driven companies. We are not producing enough students with 
skills in mathematics and sciences, a prerequisite for real computer science education. 
Development of information technology is a key factor to fostering economic development. 
Expanding computer science training provides unique opportunities for economic 
mobility and sustained employment for a large cross section of graduates. 

 
In view of the rapid global transformation into a knowledge-based economy, the 

problem of shortage of qualified human resources in the ICT sector is a serious problem 
for both developing and developed countries. Developing nations face major challenges 
to transform into a knowledge-based economy and develop e-commerce for their internal 
as well as external trade. Issues such as technology, infrastructure, legal system, 
management and security warrant our due consideration. Nigeria is not immune to these 
problems. The availability of high levels of skills of labor force and management is 
therefore of critical importance and require concerted efforts of all stakeholders, 
particularly the governments, the private sector and international organizations. 
 
Integrating ICT into the Learning Process 

The use of ICT in schools and institutions of higher learning entails three 
components: 
Content, Delivery mechanisms and Front-end Infrastructure. 
 
A.    Curricula Content 

The creation of high quality, interactive teaching material is the key to 
unlocking the potential of ICT usage in teaching. Uniform and consistently high quality 
learning can be ensured even in remote, far-flung areas once high-quality content is 
created. 
 
B.    Delivery Mechanisms 
Delivery of content over long distances needs communication infrastructure in the form 
of broadband connectivity, such as fiber-optic lines, cable TV, satellite links and 
equipment, etc. 
 
C.    Front-End Infrastructure 

This includes computers, network resources and facilitators. Also, teachers in 
schools using interactive learning technologies must first be trained in their usage. 
Full integration of ICT into the learning process should be optimal and collaborative, and 
project-based learning can make up a solid strategy for ICT-enhanced education. ICT 
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available in a school can also be used to offer continuing training to ICT workers 
themselves to enhance and update their skills. 
 
Human Resources Development (HRD) Required for ICT 

Human resources for ICT may be classified, based on the occupational structure of 
the ICT profession, into hardware professional, software professional, managerial personnel, 
marketing and sales personnel, services and support personnel. Another classification .of may 
be into ICT developer, ICT programmer, Operator and Technician. 

 
Development of human resources in the ICT sector will be based on two kinds of 

approaches: responding to market demand (demand driven) and generating skilled human 
resources (human driven). In laying down an ICT policy, the following basic factors should 
be taken into account: (a) Human resources in terms of computer knowledge; (b) The 
situation regarding computer hardware; and (c) Computerization of industries. 

 
However, an initial investigation into our attitude to HRD for knowledge-based 

economy shows that our large scale "computer science" programming tends to be vocational 
in nature, with focus on using computers as a productivity tool (keyboarding, MS Office, 
website design) or optimization of hardware (Cisco Academy). Curricula with a focus on 
genuine computer science - the design/development of computer software - are rare and 
small scale. 

 
How do we use the tools provided by these free online platforms to develop our 

human resources? How do we prepare all aspects ofour future ICT sector - software, 
hardware, management - for both our local needs and the international labor market? How 
do we ensure that our graduates are employable globally as soon as they step out ofour 
schools? 
 
What do You Have in Your House - School ICT Infrastructure 

A school's readiness in terms of ICT access can be broken down to different 
components:  number and type of computers available, physical access to the technology, 
diffusion of the network, access to and organization of electronic content, and quality and 
speed of connectivity. In general, the diffusion of ICT is driven by unit cost per pupil. 
Computers tend to be adopted first at the university level, then by the secondary school 
system, and finally by primary schools. 

 
In the current scenario of a global scramble for high-tech workers, a country needs 

to develop its own vision in the global ICT human resources market. This can be done based 
on the current and expected growth of the ICT industry in the country, the need for qualified 
human resources for e-governance initiatives and the global demand-supply gap. Given 
such a vision based on an assessment of the comparative advantage that a country has in this 
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field, the next task is for the universities, the government and industry to work out a joint 
strategy to achieve the vision. 

 
What do you have in your schools and universities? If you have nothing, that makes 

it easy; we start from the scratch. If you think you already have something, we conduct an 
audit to ascertain what you have before we can recommend what you need, 
  
What Shall We Do -  
A. Role of the Government in HRD for ICT 

The policy focus of the Nigerian government for development of human resources 
for information technology should be to develop ICT culture in Nigerian society. The 
education and training delivery system should be expanded, not only to produce highly 
qualified and technically competent workforce, but also to provide training and retraining 
opportunities to the existing workforce. 
' 

The first step is to equip our secondary school leavers with more than basic ICT 
culture. The state's education ministry should spearhead the development of innovative 
school models that emphasizes computer science and technical education within a strong 
overall academic program aimed to benefit a wide range of students. By integrating 
computer science and modern technology, the schools will enable students to graduate with a 
strong knowledge of programming—and the related learning, thinking and reasoning skills 
that can be applied to a variety of post-secondary options. This would enable ICT-
Iiteracy in the country and help to actualize any vision we have of becoming an ICT-
bascd and knowledge-driven economy. 

 
B. The Seven Point Agenda 

That having been said, let us suggest what the role of the government should be 
in developing our human resources to be ICT compliant, 

1. The government should make strategic investments in education and training 
that 
cannot be made by industry or private sector and which are necessary to enable 
feasible private investments or loan funding, particularly in higher technical 
education. 

 
2. The government should lead in the creation of high quality, interactive teaching 

materials, utilizing the private sector to the extent feasible. This is the 
key to unlocking the potential of ICT usage in teaching, and a uniform and consistently 
high quality education can be ensured once high-quality content is created. 
Government should undertake the task of broadly defining what is required, and invite 
private sector participation in creating high quality interactive material. 
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3. The government should establish institutional mechanisms for taking necessary 
decisions regarding the syllabus, credential ing of teachers, best teaching method, etc. 
in consultation with industry. While the involvement of government in this activity is 
obviously necessary, the precise nature of tasks that it should take on directly and 
those that should be outsourced to the private sector needs careful evaluation. The 
government should evolve mechanisms to certify content of acceptable quality for 
usage in the schools and universities. 
 

4. Since the delivery of content over long distances needs communication infrastructure 
in the form of broadband connectivity involving fiber-optic lines, cable TV, satellite 
links and equipment, the government should evolving a suitable policy framework 
for telecommunications to make such connectivity available at affordable, or even 
subsidized, cost to educational institutions. 

  
5. Government should encourage research and innovation in the use of wireless broad band 

technologies in education, as this could greatly help remote rural areas. 
 
6. Government should be involved in the procurement and creation of front-end 

infrastructures. The cost of these technologies and the ability of students to pay for them 
or access bank loans that can be repaid after getting a job need to be carefully assessed at 
every level to ensure that, to the extent feasible, the diffusion of these technologies is 
self-sustaining. 
 

7. Governments should pass enabling legislation that will create a safe and secure online 
space for learning and e-commerce. The National Assembly should pass legislation 
covering such areas as access (the Universal Access Act), computer crime (the Computer 
Crime Act), electronic funds transfer (the Electronic Funds Transfer Act) and data 
protection (the Data Protection Act). These laws should Jay down adequate legal 
framework for Nigerians to enjoy with confidence, like the rest of the world, the benefits 
of ICT-driven economy. 

 
What Shall We Do - Role of the Private Sector in HRD for ICT 

Given the high cost and rapid change involved in the creation of human resources 
for the information and communications sector and the limitations of government initiatives 
(despite their importance), the role of the private sector in HRD becomes particularly 
crucial. Traditionally, industry has looked upon the government and the university system to 
create the human resources needed for its own growth. Various factors indicated earlier have 
led to a fair degree of clarity, both in government and industry, that private sector 
involvement is critical in bridging the current and future gaps. 
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Nigerian universities should seek for greater collaboration between (he industry and 
educational institutions (mostly universities and polytechnics). The companies should enter 
into ICT training as a strategic business decision to support their products or as an 
independent business activity. For example, Motorola set up a centre for research at Beijing, 
China. Cisco set up a Regional Academy of Training, and IBM earns about 8 per cent of its 
revenues from training. Several other major ICT companies - SAP, Oracle, Pcoplesoft, 
Microsoft and others - have established large chains of training institutions cither directly 
or through partnerships and alliances.  
 

Apple Computer International launched Macademia Soft Corner, a multimedia 
learning and education centre that will impart hardware, software and Internet offerings 
to enhance education at the primary and middle levels. The program provides one 
computer with Apple software for each child, a high-tech theatre, an adventure course, a 
reference centre and an arts and crafts room. 
 

Google has a whole suite of free applications for education and a Google 
Certified Teacher Program. Information technology companies in India have 
aggressively pursued education and training at the college level for the past several 
years. Most of these initiatives are local in nature and depend on the institutions, 
individuals and companies involved. Nigerian companies should learn from them. Let 
me quickly add that the whole field of ICT education is in a state of flux and rapid 
innovation. Sharing of experience in terms of different models of public-private 
partnerships or of liberalization of education policy could be one major area of interest 
and could help accelerate spread of ICT education in the most cost-effective manner. 
 
Monetizing Your Intellectual Property 

Some universities in the United States generate more than a billion dollars per 
year in licensing revenues from intellectual property and other work product. However, 
not all educational institutions effectively monetize their intellectual property; 
Monetization can give every university the ability to: 
1. Reduce dependence on government funding for research and development; 
2. Increase the total amount of funding available; 
3. Acquire unrestricted funding in the form of licensing revenue; 
4. Turn inventions into products to benefit the public; 
5. Reward faculty members for their efforts; 
6.  Encourage faculty members to invent by sharing licensing proceeds with them and 

their departments. 
 
Patent 

A patent is a form of intellectual property. It consists of a set of exclusive rights 
granted by a sovereign state to an inventor or their assignee for a limited period of time 
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in exchange for the public disclosure of an invention. The exclusive right granted to a 
patentee in most countries is the right to prevent others from making, using, selling, or 
distributing the patented invention without permission. Patents protect processes, 
procedures and products. 

 
Copyright 

Copyright is another form of intellectual property (like the patent, trademark, 
and trade secret) applicable to any expressible form of an idea or information that is 
substantive and discrete. It is a legal concept, enacted by most governments, giving the 
creator of an original work the exclusive rights to it, usually for a limited time. 
Generally, it is "the right to copy", but also gives the copyright holder the right to be 
credited for the we, determine who may adapt the work to other forms, who may 
perform the work, who may financially benefit from it, and other related rights. 
Copyright is the most common form of intellectual property and covers the works or 
writers, authors, musicians, artistes, artists, performers, etc. As an intellectual, you may 
produce E-Books, Audio Books. Videos of your knowledge. Copyright law protects 
these and you may monetize your products by direct marketing to consumers through 
online sources, or licensing others to market them for you, 

 
Conclusions 

Without an educated, ICT-savvy populace, no community can reap the benefits 
of a knowledge-based society or participate in it effectively. Students need to be taught 
from the earliest age possible to use ICT to enhance and improve their learning 
experiences. ICT need to be properly harnessed to improve the learning process itself. 
Teachers must be trained to use the Internet and computers as tools for the students 
benefit; this training is central to effective usage. Curricula must be redesigned to 
encourage the use of ICT in the pursuit of problem solving, group learning and research. 

 
The key enabling factor to stimulate rapid growth of ICT is the availability of a 

world class ICT Infrastructure, which includes telecommunications and data networks 
facilities, national databases and technology parks. Despite the enormous potentials of 
these technologies to offer high quality, cost-effective education, the opportunities 
presented here are distinguished by the extent to which they remains unused, 
misunderstood and underestimated. Schools must integrate ICT into their learning 
processes. We need the government to step in to help articulate the vision and provide 
the funds. We need the universities to collaborate with the private sector to create the 
curricula that will make our graduates employable. Most importantly, we need you, our 
human resources. 
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